The purification of the environment from hydrogen sulphide by using wet electro-filter
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Abstract. As a result of industrialization modern agro-industrial production and development of the industrial base, animal production meets with some problems. Without solving this problem, further, development becomes difficult. One such problem related to increasing a specific density of planting animals on limited. As a result, this problem leads to worsening sanitation and hygiene on the territory of animal stock and outside. One of the most hazardous and dangerous gas components is hydrogen sulfide. This component generates in animal premises. The hydrogen sulfide is very dangerous for animals, peoples and technological equipment. One from modern solutions is the wet electro filter filtration technology with wet one zoned filter. The technology combines the high efficiency of purification, high technology, and automatization. The theoretical process models and lab research showed the high efficiency of environment purification from hydrogen sulphide. Using the technology supplies a level of hydrogen sulphide in the environment of animal premises in acceptable limits. These lead to increase in production figures and agro-industry culture.

1 Introduction

The analysis of modern industrial methods of the animal industry showed to the strong tendency of increasing specific density of animals on the limited territory in animal premises, due to animal premises is allocating a significant number of varied hazards. This hazard is aerosol(dust) parts, microorganisms, hazardous gases (hydrogen sulfide, diarrheal gases, etc.). The concentration of hazards significantly higher than acceptable limits [1, 2, 3, 4].

Decreasing of level hazards in animal premises environment to recommend limits is carry out the mechanical supply and exhaust ventilation. In doing so in air pollution continuously is releasing a significant number of various hazards and thermal energy, this relates to a long cold-weather period. This leads to a decrease in the energy efficiency of agro-industry. Also, this leads to an increase in the risk of interchange between animal premises corpses, decreasing working conditions and increasing environment load.

One from perspective solution these problems is to use systems of partial recirculation of air ventilation with high efficiency and purification, which is recycled 84-85 percent of
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air ventilation back in premises after purification and cleaning with release 15-16 percent in atmosphere. The purpose of the release is to deleting carbon dioxide and replace him with clean air. [5, 6].

In [7, 8] we have reviewed a task about cleaning and purification recycling air of animal premises. This task recommended using an air filter with 90 percent efficiency of cleaning the air. This filter has an opportunity to realization the continuously regeneration of filter elements.

2 Materials and methods

In the modern industry develops high quantity the filters and filters elements [9, 10]. The filter’s main indicators are efficiency, unit air load, resist and capacity of dust. Analysis and comparative assessment of these indicators revealed a clear advantage of electrostatic precipitators. This advantage is a low aerodynamic resist, high-stepped purification, ability to catch parts sizes: 10…0,01 μm and lower, ability to regeneration filters elements, automation capabilities for all cleaning processes, low energy, and low cost. [11, 12].

The filters by-products are ozone and atom oxygen, which as a strong oxidizer to effective clean air from hazardous and smell gases. [13, 14].

However, these electro filters have a high cost and need high-quality personal for exploitation and using in agro-industry. The air electrostatic filters designed and manufactured in our country, designed for air supply systems with air in various technological processes, cement industry, non-ferrous metallurgy, industry, energy enterprises, etc. These filters cannot respond to all zoo-technic requirements, which are being put in these installations.

As it is still intact have been developed are special wet one-zoned filter (WOF) (pic.1), intended for high-effective cleaning and purification recycling air of animal premises. [16, 17].

The WOF consists of two parts: a high part with corona discharge electrodes and a high voltage insulators system; a lower part with a reservoir for liquid and system of delete of unpurified liquid through the drain valve. As corona discharge electrodes use to needle or wire electrodes. Precipitation electrodes are implemented in the form of parallel plane discs rotating by electro filter’s shaft [17].

Precipitation electrodes, rotating with a certain speed in the shaft of electro filter, constantly are mixing by a liquid in the lower part of the electro filter. Precipitation of aerosol parts from the air stream happens in the high part of the electro filter, covered by a thin layer of a liquid surface of precipitation electrodes.
The wet one-zoned filter: a) device; b) appearance. 1 – Corps; 2 – Electrodes; 3 – Corona discharge electrodes; 4 – Electro filter shaft; 5 – insulation board; 6 – flush valve.

The construction of this electro filter allows us to constantly clean precipitation electrodes from condensed aerosol and to clean up a filtering air from hazardous gaseous components. This way of clean by ozone and absorb liquid covers precipitation electrodes.

The efficiency of the environment’s cleaning of animal premises with aid by WOF from dust and aerosol parts can determine by the Deitch’s equation [18]:

\[ \eta = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{wl}{hu}\right), \]  

Where \( w \) – speed rate of parts, m/s; \( h \) -distance between electrodes, m; \( u \) – the speed of air stream, m/s; \( l \) – active length of electro filter, m

In [19] considered tasks of identifying the efficiency of air cleaning WOF from microorganisms. A target page is based on the graphical dependency quantity of colony-forming parts (CFP) in the researched air capacity from aerosol parts concentration in current capacity [9]. (Fig. 2).
The dependency of CFP quantity in the environment from a quantity parts size higher than 0.5 µm and more.

Received in [19] analytical expression allows to identify the air cleaning efficiency WOF from microorganisms ηKOE by value air cleaning efficiency ηΠ this electro filter from aerosol parts than 0.5 µm and more.

\[ η_{KOE} = 1 - (1 - η_n)^{0.66} \]  

(2)

Decrease concentration of hazardous and smell gaseous in cleaning the air of an electro filter happens in result oxidation by ozone. Given that ozone in an electro, the filter is forming in a corona case, it can be assumed what the most intensifies oxidation reaction happening in an airstream immediately adjacent to corona electrodes. Decreasing of hazardous components in this regard be replenished in the resulting movement his from length between electrodes under the effect of air stream pulses. In the result of turbulent pulse action diffusion space between condensed and corona, electrodes establish a certain distribution concentration of hazardous and gaseous components. Let us suppose what law of components concentration for each electro filter inter-section is the same and not dependence from a length of electro filter entrance. The absolute value of hazardous components concentration has been decreased.

The air-cleaning efficiency, in this case, is determined by the average capacity concentration of components in an electro filter section dx (Picture 3) is designated Cix, mg/m³.

Then a mass of hazardous gaze in value interelectrode space a length dx, located at a distance lx from the entrance (Picture 3) is:

\[ m_B = C_{ix} \cdot 2bhdx \]  

(3)

Decrease of hazardous gaseous components mass for a time dt in value \( 2bhdx \) is:
\[ dm_B = -C_i x k_i \cdot 2bhdxdt, \]  

(4)

Where \( k_i \) – constant speed of dissolution (oxidation) \( i \)-st hazardous gaseous component [20, 21]. Mixed (3) and (4) as result is:

\[ \frac{dm_B}{m_B} = -k_i dt \]  

(5)

\[ \frac{dC_{ix}}{C_{ix}} = -k_i dt . \]  

(6)

In the result of integrating (6) is a dependency between the average substance of \( i \)-st hazardous gaseous component on entrance and exit of the electro filter:

\[ C_{i2} = C_{i1} \cdot \exp(-k_i \cdot t) , \]  

(7)

Where \( C_{i1} \) – concentration of \( i \)-st hazardous gaseous component on the entrance of electro filter

\( C_{i2} \) – concentration of \( i \)-st hazardous gaseous component on the exit electro filter

Applying in (7) \( t = \frac{l}{u} \), where \( u \) – speed of air stream, considering what

\[ \eta = 1 - \frac{C_{i2}}{C_{i1}} \]  

as result is:

\[ \eta = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{k_i l}{u}\right) \]  

(8)

Fig. 3. One zoned electro filter: 1- condensed electrodes; 2- corona electrodes.
From (8) show, what is an air-cleaning efficiency in the one zoned electro – filter from i-st hazardous gaseous component to increase with an increasing constant speed of oxidation $k_i$ and active length of electro filter $l$ and decrease with increasing from a speed of air stream $u$.

When air gets through the wet one zoned electro filter. In his alongside oxidation hazardous gaseous component by ozone, for some from (for example NH$_3$) is possibly absorption by liquid (for example H$_2$O), moistening in condensed electrodes. For the process intensification of absorption, a moistening mixture may be enriched by special chemical components. In this case decrease of i-st hazardous gaseous component mass in the electro filter due to oxidation by ozone and absorption, moistening condensed electrodes by liquid for time $dt$ would be:

$$dm_\Sigma = (dm + dm')$$

Where – $dm$ - decrease of gaze mass by oxidation by ozone from equation (4).

$dm'$ – decrease of gaze mass by liquid absorption on a plane condensed electrode

For $dm'$ can write equation:

$$dm' = -C_{ix} k_i' \cdot 2bdx \cdot dt,$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Where $k_i'$ – constant speed of absorption of i-st hazardous gaseous component by liquid, moistening by condensed electrodes.

Applying (4) and (10) in (9) as result is:

$$dm_\Sigma = -C_{ix} 2bhdx(k_i + k_i')dt.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Combining (3) and (11), we obtain:

$$\frac{dm_\Sigma}{m_\Sigma} = -(k_i + k_i')dt \text{ или }$$

$$\frac{dC_{ix}}{C_{ix}} = -(k_i + k_i')dt.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

After integrating (13) receive is a ratio between average of i-st hazardous gaseous component on entrance and exit of the wet electro filter

$$C_{i_2} = C_{i_1} \cdot \exp[-(k_i + k_i')t].$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

Applying in (14) $t = \frac{l}{u}$ with $\eta = 1 - \frac{C_{i_2}}{C_{i_1}}$ receiving

$$\eta = 1 - \exp\left[-\frac{(k_i + k_i')l}{u}\right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)
From (15) has concluded, about air cleaning efficiency in the wet electro filter of i-st hazardous gaseous component to increase with an oxidation absorption constant $k^{'}i$-st hazardous gaseous component by ozone and absorption speed constant $k^{'}I$ in current components by liquid, moistening to condensed electrodes, as well with increasing an active length electrodes $l$, but decreasing with rising electrodes between space $h$ and air stream speed $u$.

To determine the effectiveness of environment’s cleaning from hydrogen sulphide, experimental stand was developed. This stand includes a prototype of the wet one-zoned electro-filter.

Fig. 4. Functional scheme of experimental stand: 1 – wet electro-filter; 2 – hermetic accumulative reservoir $V=1 m^3$; 3 – corrugated connective air ducts; 4 – valve; 5 – Points of extraction air samples; 6 – vial of reagents; 7 – gas burner; 8 – Fan.

The purpose of the research is to identify air cleaning efficiency from hydrogen sulphide, when a wet electro-filter is working in these four modes.

Mode «0» without cleaning (corona charges system without voltage, moistening liquid is missing)

Mode «С» of the one zoned dry electro-filter (corona charges system under voltage, moistening liquid is missing)

Mode «А» of the absorber (corona charges system without voltage, moistening liquid is full)

Mode «М» of the one zoned wet electro-filter(corona charges system under voltage, moistening liquid is full) each mode, the experiment was carried out according to the procedure below.

The experiment, with a 3-fold repeat, the initial concentration of hydrogen sulfide was measuring in a sealed storage tank and in the surrounding air. Then, hydrogen sulfide was injected into the tank to a concentration of $50 \, mg / m^3$ and air samples were taken at control points using a gas analyzer. Water was poured into the lower part of the WOF intended for the liquid washing the precipitation electrodes (or not filling for modes “0” and “С”). If the value of the concentration of hydrogen sulfide differed by levels, the fan was
turned on, which serves to mix the air in the tank, which was turned off before the recycling fan started.

Furthermore, the recycling fan is turned on and valves are opened. These valves to separates a reservoir from WOF. On the corona charged system WOF to conduct is 15 kV voltage (or not conducts in modes «0» and «A»). The time was measured. This time shows how much air has been pumped from WOF. Upon expiry this time the recycling fan is turning off and valves have closed. Furthermore, the fan is turned on. This fan of mixing air pollution in a cube. After that air samples have taken [20].

fixation results of hydrogen sulfide concentration in the environment reservoir, experiment have repeated till hydrogen sulfide is not decreased to 5 mg/m3. This experiment has been repeated 3 times.

the received average data can be identified of air cleaning efficiency from hydrogen sulfide in a reservoir by the equation [21]:

$$\eta = \frac{C_{H_2S_{\text{вх}}}}{C_{H_2S_{\text{вых}}}} \cdot 100\%,$$

(16)

Where, $C_{H_2S_{\text{вх}}}$ - concentration of hydrogen sulfide on WOF entrance, mg/m$^3$

$C_{H_2S_{\text{вых}}}$ - concentration of hydrogen sulfide on WOF exit, mg/m$^3$

3 Results

According to the data can be build parametric plot $\eta = f(k)$ for all modes of experimental stand. (Picture 5). Where $k$ – multiplicity air change in the reservoir.

![Fig. 5. Dependency of air cleaning efficiency from hydrogen sulphide in modes «0», «C», «A» и «M» of air change multiplicity.](image)
The diagram has shown of decreasing hydrogen sulfide concentration in cleaning air is more intensive in the «М» mode. The efficiency this mode is 80 percent.

4 Concludes

1. These electro-filters are perspective and have high efficiency of filter apparats of cleaning and purification of ventilation air in animal premises.
2. The wet electro-filter, thanks to the high capacity of dust and continuous regeneration of condensed electrodes is most suited for cleaning and purification of the air stream in animal premises.
3. Thanks to constructive and technological features the WOT has is high efficiency of air stream cleaning from hydrogen sulfide. This efficiency is 80 percent.
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